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During the SOP1 (Special Observation Period) of the HyMeX (Hydrology cycle in the Mediterranean Experiment)
experiment, optical observations of sprite events were performed thanks to low light video cameras. On October
22nd – 23rd night, a storm developed in southeastern France and produced a moderate lightning activity during
about 4 hours with a maximum cloud to ground (CG) flash rate of about 2 per minute. 12 sprite events were
observed over this storm when it was located in the area of a Lightning Mapping Array. Each was associated with
a positive CG stroke detected by the operational lightning detection networks during the last third of the storm
activity, when the CG flash rate dramatically decreased. These positive strokes were detected below the stratiform
region of the storm, ahead of the convective system. Some of the sprite events were seen by two cameras and could
be triangulated for a precise location. Observations of broadband ELF/VLF activity have been performed during
this storm activity. They reveal a sustained VLF activity for cases of sprites with long duration and several elements
shifted in time. The 3D location of the VHF sources allows describing leader paths and their correlation with the
timing and the location of sprite elements.

